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Boiling Springs
Most people have heard of Old
Faithful and the geothermal activity in Yellowstone National Park,
but what many people may not
know is the amount of goethermal activity we have in
Idaho. Idaho boasts a ton of
natural hot springs, some of
which are commercialized while
others are left undeveloped and
pristine.
During the last weekend of May,
Kyle Knief and mentor Ben Wallace ventured into the Boise
National Forest in search of Boiling Springs Hot Springs. Boiling
Springs is located along the Middle Fork of the Payette River 22
miles from the nearest town.

The springs are appropriately
named as the water can get up to
120 degrees Fahrenheit and
there are several pools along the
river to choose from. On this
particular day the weather was
so warm that soaking in the
springs was not enticing, but a
cool dip in the river was a welcome alternative. Kyle also tried
his luck at panning for gold in the
river. While we did not strike it
rich, it was a great day for a hike
in the mountains.

Above: Kyle Knief walks on a fallen tree
Right: A view from the Boiling Springs Hike

Scenic Shots

Photos of the 4
Month

Left: A double rainbow in Emmett, Idaho
Right: Adrian Klimetz by the Payette River
Middle: Kyle Knief poses in front of the Black Canyon Diversion Dam
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Shout Out!
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Adrian Klimetz is starting a new internship for a
national tech company in
Nampa. Congrats to
Adrian for securing this
amazing opportunity in a
competitive field!

Prior to this internship, Adrian
has volunteered or worked in
a variety of places, such as:
Mountain Tyme Cabinetry and
Construction, Infinite Maintenance Solutions, and the Discovery Center.

Good luck, Adrian! We are
excited to see you take advantage of this great opportunity.

May Snapshots
1. Adrian Klimetz
and AJ Gliottoni
build shelves in a
garage
2. Kyle Knief and AJ
Gliottoni weed a
garden patch in
Emmett
3. Eugene Rozan
shoots at an archery range
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4. Mentor Collin
Montgomery and
Connor Fields
paint a fence
5. Alex Giorgianni
working for Infinite Maintenance
Solutions
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Freeze Out Hill
of Emmett.
Sometimes it
took as many
as twelve
teams of
horses and
more than a
day to pull a
freight wagon
up the hill.
The Freezeout Hill marks the entrance into Emmett, Idaho. Aloft
students explored the hill and
learned about its history:
Attempts to enter the Emmett
Valley from the southeast end were
very limited to the steep terrain.
The early routes went up to Montour and then on to the Boise Basin
or the Overland Stage Route west

Many wagons with settlers entered
the Emmett Valley down this steep
hogback from the rim of the valley.
In the winter of 1864 a freighter
and another wagon of valley residents came upon the grade. The
weather was bitter with freezing
rains, snow and wind. The frozen
earth made it impossible to descend. They attempted to roughlock and lower their wagon, but it

slid out of control and into a gulch.
They returned to the top and
camped with the freighter. Upon
reaching home many told the story
with the words, “We likely froze to
death. We were froze out of the
valley.” The name stuck and the hill
has been known as Freezeout ever
since.
Sources: The Gem County Chamber of
Commerce and The Idaho Heritage

Staff Update
Aloft Transitions continues to
grow! We are welcoming a new
therapist and an ACADC:
Angela Baird-Hepworth, LPC.
Angela is working on her Doctorate
in General Psychology. Angela's
personal experience with adoption
has led to her passion and budding
expertise in attachment and abandonment issues.
Angela comes to us from an intensive experience working with Attachment Disordered youth in juvenile corrections. Angela helped to
start an attachment-focused program at the facility that has become
a statewide attractor. Angela’s passion for therapy, and attachment
work specifically, will continue with
our residents at Aloft and in her
doctorate work.

Angela is well-traveled, having
grown up in many areas of the
United States, including Washington, Arizona, Kentucky and Long
Island, New York. She moved here
in 2012 from Phoenix, Arizona. She
is a loving step-mom to two girls
and a mom of two dogs and a cat.
She loves boxing, reading, writing,
white water rafting, traveling, and
spending time with family.
Welcome to Aloft Transitions,
Angela!

Right: Connor Fields and
therapist Shawn Weymouth
engage in a game of
Warhammer.

Shawn Weymouth, the program’s therapist for the past few
years, has moved back to Maine to
be closer to his parents. Shawn has
accepted a position in his home
state at an adolescent program n
which he will be working as a therapist and program supervisor.
Shawn, we greatly appreciate all of
the work you’ve done at Aloft, and
we wish you the very best in Maine.

“We likely
froze to death.
We were froze
out of the
valley.”
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Upcoming Events

JUNE 2015
Sun

 June 4: Roaring Springs
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 June 7: Swimming at Black
Canyon Reservoir
 June 14: Hike
 June 17: Quinn’s Pond
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 June 21: FATHER’S DAY
 June 24: Alive After Five
 June 28: Swimming
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Photos of the Month
Summer is here, and we have the photos to
prove it!
Adrian Klimetz took this photo, left, in
which he focuses upon a dandelion in front
of the Aloft House. Adrian excels at using
the macro setting on his camera to create
interesting and visually stunning photos of
his surroundings.

Caption describing
picture or graphic.
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Connor Fields used his camera phone to
capture the dragonfly, right, that landed on
his finger while painting the deck to the
shop. Dragonflies spend several years of
their lives as nymphs living in freshwater,
and then they emerge as adult dragonflies
for just a few days or weeks.

